The questionnaire survey is one of the most commonly used methods of data collection in public management research. These surveys often provide the information used to measure both the independent and dependent variables in an analysis. However, this introduces the risk of common method bias-a serious methodological challenge that has not received much attention as a distinct topic in public management research. We discuss the challenge of common method bias in relation to public management studies and illustrate the problem using an analysis of intrinsic work motivation and sickness absence. Thereafter, we discuss solutions for reducing common method bias when it is not possible to use different methods.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies in public management research use the survey questionnaire as a method for data collection (Lee, Benoit-Bryan, and Johnson 2012) . Furthermore, surveys often provide the information used to measure both the independent and dependent variables of an analysis. However, in such cases, the estimated effect of one variable on another is at risk of being biased because of common method variance; that is, systematic variance shared among the variables, which is introduced to the measures by the measurement method rather than the theoretical constructs the measures represent (Podsakoff et al. 2003; Richardson, Simmering, and Sturman 2009; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff 2012) .
For example, if the effect of employees' organizational commitment on performance is estimated using employees' perceptions of their own commitment and performance as measures, the estimated effect may be biased if some respondents systematically overstate both commitment and performance due to social desirability or a tendency to evaluate oneself in too positive a manner. In this case, using the same survey respondent to measure both the independent and dependent variables produces positive correlation between the two variables. Hence, the estimated effect suffers from common method bias.
1 While the challenge of common method bias has long been recognized in psychology research and the broader research on organizations, public management research has paid much less attention to the issue as a distinct topic (Meier and O'Toole 2013a) .
In this paper, we seek to discuss, evaluate, and further enhance awareness of potential common method bias in public management studies. Not least, we point towards different literature in which researchers may seek remedies for reducing common method bias. First, we discuss two important potential sources of common method biascommon source bias and bias produced by item characteristics-and how they may challenge effect estimation. The challenge of common method bias is then exemplified using an analysis that examines the effect of frontline employees' intrinsic work motivation on their short-term sickness absence. Employee work motivation is a key subject in the public management literature. The effect is estimated using data from a common source (survey respondents) to measure both intrinsic work motivation and absence, and the estimated effect is expected to be biased due to the common source as well as item characteristics. This effect is then compared to the estimated effect when absence is measured by administrative records; that is, without the common method bias.
Second, we discuss the extent to which the challenge of common method bias is relevant for the public management literature. We do so by looking at the number of empirical studies in the literature that use a common source to obtain information on both the independent and dependent variables; surveying existing investigations of common method bias in the organizational and public management literatures; and examining the characteristics of the constructs in the public management literature. Among other things, we discuss how common method bias may be a potential challenge in relation to constructs of psychological character, which have (with good reason) become popular in public management studies, and how it may be a potential challenge when measuring the use of specific management strategies and styles. We also discuss common method bias in relation to the special case of interaction effects.
Third, we discuss potential strategies that may reduce common method bias related to common source bias and item characteristics if the independent and/or dependent variables cannot be measured using different methods. For instance, a panel data approach that may reduce some of the bias is presented. We also examine the existing evaluations of the statistical solutions that have been proposed to test and control for common method bias. On this basis, we conclude that the widely used Harman's single factor test is insufficient as a test for common method bias.
We thus seek to contribute to the existing literature in public management research that focuses specifically on common method bias (Meier and O´Toole 2013a; 2013b; Favero & Bullock 2014) by drawing from fields with longer traditions of examining common method bias and solutions to it; exemplifying the challenge and remedies; and evaluating potential problems in relation to the empirical public management literature.
COMMON METHOD BIAS
In recent decades, empirical research within psychology and organization studies has devoted considerable attention to the concept of common method variance and how it may bias the results of empirical analyses that use respondents or raters as data sources.
Following Doty and Glick (1998, 374) , common method variance "occurs when the measurement technique introduces systematic variance into the measures." Likewise, Richardson, Simmering, and Sturman (2009, 763) define common method variance as "systematic error variance shared among variables measured with and introduced as a function of the same method and/or source."
This systematic error variance can bias the estimated relationships between measures (e.g., Campbell and Fiske 1959) ; that is, it can cause common method bias. In the case of bias in the estimated relationship between two variables, the common method can be thought of as a confounding (or third) variable that influences both of the substantive variables in a systematic way. This may either inflate or deflate the observed relationship between the substantive variables of interest.
Using the comprehensive reviews in Podsakoff et al. (2003) , Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012) , and MacKenzie and Podsakoff (2012) of the longstanding discussion of common method variance in the psychology and organization literatures as reference, we may distinguish between at least four sources of common method bias: (a) bias produced by using a common source, e.g. a survey respondent or rater, to provide information on both the independent and dependent variables; (b) bias produced by item characteristics; (c) bias produced by item context; and (d) bias produced by measurement contexts. 2 While all four may be relevant to public management studies, we focus on the first two of these (bias produced by a common source and item characteristics), which have attracted much of the attention in the literature on common method bias.
Common Source Bias
Using the same survey respondent (i.e., a common source) to provide information for the measures of both the independent variable and the dependent variable is an important potential cause of common method bias (Podsakoff et al. 2003) . Specifically, common method bias may arise from certain tendencies that respondents apply, or that impact their responses, systematically across different measures when answering a survey. Hence, much attention has been given to such response bias, or what Paulhus (1991, 17) describes as "a systematic tendency to respond to a range of questionnaire items on some basis other than the specific content (i.e., what the items were designed to measure)."
A well-known response tendency is social desirability, which refers to a respondent's tendency to give answers that make him or her look good (Paulhus 1991; Ganster, Hennessey, and Luthans 1983) . For example, if we survey leaders about the degree to which they use a popular or in-fashion leadership style, we should consider whether they may overstate their usage of this leadership style because of social desirability. This might also be a problem if these managers were asked to evaluate the performance of their organization. Managers who attach high importance to social desirability might overstate both usage of the leadership style and performance, while managers with low social desirability will not make these exaggerations. In this case, social desirability is a confounder that affects the answers to both leadership style and performance, which inflates the estimated correlation between the two constructs.
Common method bias may also be produced by the tendency of respondents to provide consistent answers across items (a consistency motif-e.g., Podsakoff et al. 2003) . Another response tendency consists of a person's pervasive view of him/herself and the world in general, which is captured by the concepts of positive and negative affectivity (Watson and Clark 1984) . Negative affectivity concerns the individual's predisposition to experience negative emotions, whereas positive affectivity is related to positive emotionality. According to Watson and Clark (1984) , positive and negative affectivity constitute two separate dimensions. Furthermore, common method bias may arise from some respondents' tendency to use (or avoid using) the extreme choices on a response scale (Bachman and O'Malley 1984) and the tendency to agree (or disagree)
with attitude statements regardless of content (acquiescence and disacquiescence-e.g.,
Baumgartner and Steenkamp 2001).
An important characteristic of many response tendencies is that they, according to existing research, are highly stable across time. For example, this is the case for social desirability (Crowne and Marlowe 1960; Furnham 1986 ), positive and negative affectivity (Watson and Clark 1984) , extreme responding (Bachman and O'Malley 1984) , and acquiescence (Billiet and Davidov 2008) . As detailed below, this can be exploited when trying to reduce common method bias caused by a common source. However, it is important to note that not all common method bias is stable across time. Thus, common method bias may also be produced by a respondent's transient mood state, which may affect a respondent's answers to questions about both the independent and dependent variable (Podsakoff et al. 2003) .
Item Characteristics
Common method bias may also be produced by the characteristics of a survey item.
Importantly, an item is more likely to produce method bias if it makes the task of responding difficult because the item is complex, ambiguous, or abstract . As formulated by Podsakoff et al. (2003, 883) : "The problem with ambiguous items is that they often require respondents to develop their own idiosyncratic meanings of them. This may either increase random responding or increase the probability that respondents' own systematic response tendencies (…) may come into play." For example, the task of responding may be difficult when items ask about retrospective states, which may be difficult to remember, or when respondents are asked to rate themselves on processes taking place inside their minds, such as their emotions, motivation, and attitudes. Hence, in addition to being caused by item formulation, item complexity may also be a factor of abstractness in the construct or notion itself (Doty and Glick 1998) .
The difficulty of responding to different items does not necessarily need to stem from the same kind of ambiguity or abstractness (e.g., recall difficulty, abstract constructs, or confusing item wording) in order to produce common method bias in item correlations. The point is that a difficult responding task makes respondents uncertain about how to answer on the basis of the item content, which increases the likelihood that their systematic response tendencies will influence their answer .
Furthermore, several contributions have argued that method bias can be produced if the item wording elicits socially desirable responses (e.g., Nederhof 1985; Perry 1996) , if the scale properties are similar across different items (Podsakoff et al. 2003) , or if items are only positively or only negatively worded . Hence, there are a number of item characteristics that may produce method bias, and they are not solely results of item formulation.
In the next section, we provide an example of how common method bias may challenge the results of empirical studies. The example features a study in which we may expect bias because of a common source as well as some difficulty in the task of responding to the applied items. After the example, we move on to discussing the extent to which common method bias is a relevant problem for public management studies.
A STUDY OF INTRINSIC WORK MOTIVATION AND SICKNESS ABSENCE
The empirical study presented here illustrates the potential challenge of common method bias by examining the effect of employees' intrinsic work motivation on their sickness absence. The work motivation of public employees has become a key subject in the public management literature in recent decades. Whereas the traditional view of public employees tended to see them as motivated by their own economic interests, such as budget-and slack-maximizing (e.g., Niskanen 1971), growing streams in the literature focus on how public employees may be motivated by other factors, such as serving society (captured by the notion of public service motivation; e.g., Perry, Hondeghem, and Wise 2010) or intrinsic work motivation (e.g., Le Grand 2003).
Intrinsic motivation refers to people performing an activity because they find it interesting and derive satisfaction from the activity itself (Gagné and Deci 2005, 331) .
Since high intrinsic work motivation is expected to cause high work effort, it is likely that intrinsic motivation reduces employees' short-term sickness absence. As noted by Markussen (2010) , in many cases of less serious sickness, there is room for subjective judgment by the employee regarding whether he or she is able to work, or to take sickness leave. This judgment is expected to be influenced by the employee's motivation to work (Rhodes and Steers 1990) . We focus on short-term sickness absenteeism (less than one week), as the health literature on the topic often assumes that short-term sickness absence is more related to employee attitudes, whereas long-term absenteeism is suggested to be more related to ill health and inability to perform work tasks (Janssen et al. 2003 ).
The effect is examined using a survey administered to 244 Danish childcare employees working in childcare centers in 2011 (76 percent responded). The employees provide childcare for preschool children (0-6 years), which includes taking care of the children, participating in play activities, and teaching. In Denmark, childcare centers are usually organized within the public sector and managed by municipalities. The study includes employees from 19 centers. Of these, 13 are purely public, i.e., managed by the local government; five are semi-public, i.e., publicly financed but partly managed by a board of parents within the municipality's guidelines (the employees are considered public employees); and one is privately managed. Each center has a day-to-day manager, who, like most of the employees, is trained as a preschool teacher. The centers usually have between five and 20 employees. Compared to the length of childcare employees' education (averaging 3.5 years of higher education), their salary and promotion opportunities are often limited. Hence, childcare employees are often expected to be motivated by other factors (e.g., working with children, teaching, or the possibility of working part-time). The majority of these employees work part-time (62% in the present study).
The survey provides a measure of intrinsic work motivation and a subjective selfreported measure of sickness absence during the preceding seven months. Four items were used to measure work motivation. They are presented in the left-hand column in Disagree, 5. Strongly disagree). The items were recoded so a high value represented high intrinsic work motivation. The four items were combined into an additive index (0-10, 10 = high intrinsic work motivation). A factor analysis of the four items reveals one dimension, and the Cronbach's Alpha of the index is 0.73.
The subjective measure of sickness absence was obtained by the same survey. The employees indicated the number of days they had been absent from work due to sickness during the past seven months. In practice, they chose between different intervals of days:
"0", "1-2", or "3-5." Respondents indicating a number larger than 5 (48 workers) were dropped from the analysis in order to include only the short-term absence spells. Thus, there are three categories of self-reported absence (1="0 days," 2="1-2 days," and 3="3-5 days"). Additional analyses that include long-term sickness as well are also reported in the results section.
However, there are at least two sources of common method bias that potentially distort the estimated effect of motivation on absence. First, since data on both work motivation and sickness absence is obtained by a common source (the individual employees), the estimated effect may potentially contain common source bias. The bias may be produced by social desirability, as we expect it to be more socially accepted for the childcare workers in this setting to be more intrinsically motivated than motived by, for example, pay or promotion. Moreover, based on an ongoing public focus on shortterm absence among public employees in the context of the study, we would expect it to be more socially desirable to state no short-term sickness absence.
Second, common method bias may be produced and inflated by the item characteristics-in particular, the task difficulty and abstractness of the items may be a source of method bias. For many employees it may be difficult to remember the number of days they have been absent due to sickness, and this may be particularly difficult for short-term sickness absence. Likewise, the four items measuring motivation are, like most motivation items, abstract in nature, which makes it difficult to tap the precise construct of interest. Thus, following the arguments of, among others, Doty and Glick (1998) and Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012) , the complexity and difficulty of answering the absence and motivation items may enhance the influence of the employees' own systematic response tendencies (e.g., acquiescent or extreme response styles).
In addition to this, common method bias may be produced if some employees tend to select the first response category presented. This is sometimes referred to as a type of primacy effect, which occurs most often in self-administered surveys such as the one used in the present example (Ayidiya and McClendon 1990) . The motivation items all have the same answering scale format (i.e., "1. Strongly agree," "2. Agree"…) and three of the four applied motivation measures are positively loaded (see Items 1-3 in Table 1 ). Furthermore, the absence categories are ascending from left to right (i.e., "0", "1-2"…). Hence, a tendency to select the first response category among some employees would produce a spurious correlation in which employees appearing to be strongly motivated would also appear to be less absent.
The effect estimated using the subjective measure of absence can be compared to the effect when absence is measured by administrative records; that is without the common source and item characteristics described above. To do this, we used the administrative records of sickness absenteeism covering the same period of time as the subjective measure. The administrative data was recoded into the same three categories as the subjective measure (0, 1-2, or 3-5 days). Table 1 shows the simple, bivariate correlations of Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma between each of the work motivation items and the subjective and administrative measures of absence, respectively. A negative correlation indicates that high intrinsic motivation is associated with low absence. Except for Item 4 of work motivation (the only negatively loaded motivation item), the correlations between work motivation and subjective absence are clearly higher than the correlation between work motivation and the administrative absence measure. This indicates a substantial common method bias when both motivation and absence are measured by the survey. As expected, the estimated effect of motivation on the subjective measure is less inflated-yet still stronger than the effect estimated using the administrative records-when long-term sickness absence is included in the analysis. Additional analyses (not shown), including long-term absence, estimate the Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma between the four motivation items and the subjective absence measures to be -0.17, -0.12, -0.11, and -0.08 compared to -0.02, -0.02, -0.05, and -0.05 when using the administrative absence measure.
[ Table 1 about here] Table 2 presents the results of an analysis that explains absence by the work motivation index, controlled for different factors that may also influence absence (such as gender, age, and working part-time). Ordered logistic regressions are used since absence is ordinally scaled, and clustered robust standard errors are applied as the employees are clustered in centers. Model I uses the subjective absence measure as its dependent variable, and Model II the administrative measure. Table 2 shows that work motivation has a significant effect on absence when using the subjective measure in Model I (p<0.05), but there is no significant effect when using the administrative measure as the dependent variable (see Model II). The effect of work motivation on absence is substantially higher when using the subjective measureeven enough to make the effect significant in spite of the low number of observations. On the other hand, even if an interval scaled version of the administrative absence measure (number of days absent) is used, which is more fine-grained than recoding absence into three categories, intrinsic work motivation still does not have a statistically significant effect on absence (not shown). Again, the estimated effect of motivation on subjective absence is smaller when long-term sickness is included (-0.21, p=0.12).
[ Table 2 about here]
It is important to keep in mind that the results should not be interpreted to mean that common method bias will always be a problem when using data from surveys to measure both the independent and dependent variables. Nor should it be interpreted to mean that common method bias will always be a problem in analyses of work motivation and sickness absence. The results serve as an example of how common method bias may be a challenge in survey studies. It is also important to note that common method bias is not only a potential cause for concern when examining effects of independent variables on dependent variables. It is relevant for any estimation of correlation. For instance, Johnson, Rosen, and Djurdjevic (2011) emphasize that common method bias may affect the interrelationships among the indicators of a construct.
PUBLIC MANAGEMENT STUDIES AND POTENTIAL COMMON METHOD BIAS
Although there is a growing awareness of common method bias, it has not received much attention as a distinctive topic in the public management literature (for exceptions, see However, common method bias is likely to be a challenge in this literature for three reasons. First, surveys are an important tool for data collection in contemporary public management research, and often the same survey respondent (i.e., the same source)
supplies the information used to measure both the independent and dependent variables.
Second, we may expect common method bias to be a problem based on the existing empirical studies on the topic in public management research and the related, broader research in the literature on organizations and psychology. And third, part of the constructs applied in public management research is likely to be susceptible to common method bias. This section provides further context for the relevance of these three claims.
To look at the significance of worries about common source bias in public management research, we reviewed the empirical studies published in four prominent public administration/management journals (American Review of Public Administration,
International Public Management Journal, Journal of Public Administration Research
and Theory, and Public Administration Review) in 2011 and 2012. First, we coded the proportion of articles including empirical studies that use survey data. Second, we coded the proportion of the survey data studies that use the same survey respondent to provide the information on both independent and dependent variables. 3 The results are shown in Table 3 . 266 articles included an empirical study, and 147 of those (55.3 %) included one or more surveys. Of the 147 studies including surveys, a little more than half (79) used the same survey respondent to provide information on both independent and dependent variables. Some of the studies mention or discuss the risk of common method bias and some also seek to measure or correct for the potential bias through the survey design or statistical remedies (e.g., Hassan and Rohrbaugh 2011; Kim 2011 ). As Table 3 shows, the survey is a valuable tool for public management research, and often the survey respondent provides the information used to measure both independent and dependent variables, which underscores the relevance of investigating the extent of common method bias in the field.
[ Table 3 about here]
However, while the use of surveys makes it relevant to investigate common method bias, it does not say anything about whether common method bias actually exists or whether it is a serious problem in the literature. Therefore, we now turn to the existing empirical evidence on method bias (cf., the second claim outlined above, p. XX). As there are few studies within the public management literature devoted to estimating the extent of common method bias, a good alternative starting point may be to consult the related literatures of organizational research and psychology, which have a longer tradition of attention to this problem.
In a recent review, Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012) refer to a number of meta-studies that estimate the extent to which method bias affects the estimated correlation between constructs: Lance et al. (2009) estimates that correlations between constructs are inflated by 60 percent due to method bias, whereas the percent of inflation due to method bias is 92 in Doty and Glick (1998) , 38 in Buckley, Cote, and Comstock (1990) , and 45 in Cote and Buckley (1987) . This leads Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012, 545) to conclude that "regardless of which estimate is used, the bottom line is that the amount of method bias is substantial." Doty and Glick (1998, 374) reach a similar conclusion, although they note that "this level of bias is cause for concern but does not invalidate many research findings." Moreover, there are also researchers who argue that the bias is exaggerated (see, e.g., Spector 2006).
Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012) also review specific types of method bias. Namely, they evaluate common source bias via a summary of meta-studies comparing correlations on a specific topic (e.g., the effect of organizational commitment on job performance) obtained by the same source versus correlations obtained by different sources. On seven specific topics related to organizational research, the estimated percent inflation in correlations due to the common source are 239, 212, 148, 208, 133, 304, and 184 (p. 546) . This also indicates that extent of common method bias may be very different from topic to topic.
If we turn to the public management literature, Meier and O'Toole (2013a; 2013b) have conducted some of the most comprehensive empirical investigations of common method bias. They focus mainly on common source bias in analyses of the performance of public organizations. Using data from Texas school superintendents, they estimated the effects of different public management constructs (e.g., strategy, buffering, diversity, and network management) on subjective performance indicators measured in the same questionnaire. Then, these effects were compared to the effects estimated by using the actual performance of the organizations as the dependent variable. This allowed them to assess the magnitude of common source bias. Although the presence of common source bias varied from dimension to dimension, their overall assessment is that "[u]sing several hundred public organizations …, the empirical illustration shows that perceptual measures of organizational performance by organization members can and frequently do lead to spurious results in scholarly research" (Meier and O'Toole 2013a, 430) . In particular, they found that general and vague formulations in measures of performance are more vulnerable to common source bias than tight, focused items.
Another approach to the question of potential common method bias in public management studies is to look at the topics and constructs of the literature on a more theoretical basis. In some cases the nature of the constructs, and the items used to measure them, may cause us to expect a substantial amount of common method bias, in other cases less bias is expected. If the independent variable of an analysis is the respondent's gender, common method bias seems less likely since the variable is generally easy for respondents to answer, and we would expect few people to lie about their gender. In contrast, if both the independent and dependent variables of an analysis are evaluations, attitudes, or feelings that are difficult to indicate in a survey (i.e., they are more abstract in nature) or if they are susceptible to, for example, social desirability responding, this would be a cause for concern about common method bias. An example is the correlation between transformational leadership and leader-member exchange when both constructs are measured by the same survey respondents. As Wang et al. (2005) note, estimation of this relationship may be affected by common method bias. Both transformational leadership and leader-member exchange is likely to be susceptible to positive/negative affectivity as well as social desirability.
In between these extremes lie cases where we in some case may expect more bias, but in other cases, we may expect less or no bias. For example, if people are asked to state their income or educational level. People may find it difficult to precisely indicate this, but most people have an idea where about to place themselves. Yet, their answers may also be susceptible to some social desirability. Another example would be the relationship between managers' perceptions of own managerial skills and their attitudes towards decentralization of hiring competence in an organization. In this case, perceptions of own managerial skills are expected to be susceptible to positive/negative affectivity and social desirability; however, attitudes towards decentralization are not.
Therefore, in this case the estimated correlation between the two constructs is not expected to be particular affected by common method bias due to positive/negative affectivity or social desirability.
Yet another example is the correlation between respondents' attitude on the legitimacy of congressional intervention in an agency's rulemaking regulatory decisions and their public service motivation. While public service motivation measured by a survey is likely to be affected by, for example, social desirability (Perry 1996) , there is less reason to expect that attitude on the legitimacy of congressional intervention is susceptible to such bias. Hence, even though both constructs of a relationship consist of evaluations, attitudes, or feelings, common method bias is not necessarily a big problem.
It is important to note that the extent to which the nature of a construct causes its measurement to be susceptible to positive/negative affectivity, social desirability, abstractness, and so on is a matter of degree rather than bias is present or not. Yet, there are good reasons to be particularly aware of, and assess the extent of, common method bias in cases of measuring psychological dimensions. Because there, a present, are no simple statistical tests that provide a reliable estimate of the extent of common method bias, theoretical assessments of bias based on the nature of the constructs are important when evaluating whether common method bias is an problem or not in a given analysis.
Should we expect some of the important topics and constructs applied in public management research to be susceptible to common method bias (cf., the third claim above)? While it may be worthwhile to discuss method bias in relation to different topics, we will use as starting point a claim that recurs in the literature on common method bias:
that bias may be produced by abstractness, ambiguity, and complexity associated with responding to given survey items.
Abstractness is often high when respondents are asked to rate themselves or others on processes taking place inside people's minds, such as motivation, commitment, trust, and attitudes (for example, Perry [1996, 8-9 ] makes this point in relation to motivation). Such constructs of psychological character are essential to understanding public management and have received much attention in the literature, especially in studies of public employees. Moreover, these constructs are often measured by surveys.
For example, as Kjeldsen (2012) notes, surveys have been an important tool for measuring public service motivation, and many studies in this stream of research devote attention to the potential challenge of common method bias.
In addition to the element of abstractness, there may also be a risk of social desirability influence on self-reported ratings of motivation, commitment, trust, and attitudes. For example, Perry (1996) notes that measuring public service motivation may be susceptible to social desirability. Stating that one is motivated by serving society is, in many contexts, regarded as socially desirable-and probably more socially desirable than motivation driven by self-interest. Consequently, Perry's study made extensive efforts to reduce potential method bias when constructing items measuring different dimensions of public service motivation.
Abstractness and ambiguity may also be a relevant concern even when respondents are asked about the performance, organization, practices, or policies of public organizations. Public management researchers often need such information, and surveys offer a tool for collecting it from a large number of units. In spite of being less abstract than, for example, motivation and commitment, such dimensions may also be difficult to measure without ambiguity and complexity, and could therefore be another potential source of common method bias.
In particular, when the applied items are general, vague and leave room for respondents to define the concept of interest, we would expect them to be susceptible to method bias. Serritzlew (2002) points this out by examining survey measures of municipalities' budgeting principles. First, he uses a general question to measure budgeting principles (managers were asked to indicate the principle applied from a list of different budgeting principles). Second, he asks specific questions about very concrete practices and routines in the development of the municipalities' budgets, which reveals the applied budgeting principles. The difference between the general and the specific measures are striking. According to the responses to the general questions, the (less infashion) incremental budgeting method is only used in a small percentage of the municipalities (3-21 percent, depending on policy area), but the incremental method was revealed to be practiced in more than half of the municipalities when specific measures were used to measure budgeting principles.
A likely interpretation of the difference is that the general measure leaves ample space for the respondents to define what the principle means. At best, this leads to an increase in random noise in the measure. At worst, it enhances the influence of given response tendencies among the respondents and results in common method bias in correlations. Hence, if some management practice is in fashion, it may be socially desirable to report using that practice-just as it may socially desirable to report better performance than an objective evaluation reveals-which would inflate the correlation between use of the practice and performance. In sum, there seem to be both good theoretical and empirical reasons for the public management literature to direct attention to the possibility of common method bias in survey studies and, as far as possible, to make efforts to reduce it.
Interaction Effects
Some of the important research questions and hypotheses of public management research include interaction effects. Hence, we are often interested in, for example, if the effect of a management strategy is contingent on one or more factors, such as organizational size, characteristics of the employees, and so on. This raises the question of whether common method bias is also a challenge in relation to interaction effects.
Although scholarly contributions on this special case are few, the conclusions are consistent. Evans (1985) conducted a large number of different simulations, in which the method error of a dependent variable is correlated with the method errors of two independent variables. He tested an interaction model (straight-forward multiplication of the two independent variables) in datasets with no true interaction effects. The results
show that, in such cases, the common method variance does not create (false) observed interaction effects. However, when examined on datasets with true interaction effects, common method variance tends to attenuate the interaction effects. Siemsen, Roth, and Oliveira (2010) extend this work by providing closed-form analytical solutions that confirm Evan's (1985) results. Therefore, finding an interaction effect when the measures are affected by common method variance is strong evidence that the interaction effect exists. At the same time, finding no interaction effect may be a result of common method variance.
It is important to note that this conclusion applies to the interaction effect, not the marginal effect sizes, or the main effects, of the independent variables (Evans 1985) .
When examining interaction effects, one is often also interested in estimating the marginal effect size of one of the independent variables at different fixed levels of the other independent variable (or, the moderator variable) included in the interaction (Brambor, Clark, and Golder 2006) . Hence, researchers still need to be aware that common method variable can inflate or deflate the marginal effect sizes.
REDUCING COMMON METHOD BIAS
The potential sources of common method bias are many, but several solutions for reducing it have also been proposed. Obviously, the best solution is to use different methods/sources to measure different dimensions of interest . For example, a survey could be used to measure one variable and administrative data to measure the other.
However, these approaches are far from always possible. What can researchers do to reduce common method bias when using different methods/sources is not an option? It is outside the scope of this paper to provide a full review of all proposed remedies.
Instead, we first point to some of the oft-suggested design and statistical remedies for reducing common method bias and point to literature that elaborates on these and provide reviews of remedies. Second, we provide an example of one strategy that uses a panel data (fixed effects) design to eliminate the part of respondents' common source bias that is stable across time.
Designing Surveys
An important part of minimizing common method bias via survey design involves reducing method bias in the individual items (e.g., if the individual items in a correlation do not induce social desirability responding, the correlation estimate is less affected by common method bias caused by social desirability). Therefore, many suggestions for reducing common method bias are similar to the general recommendations for designing survey items.
A comprehensive discussion of how researchers can reduce common method bias when designing surveys can be found in Makenzie and Podsakoff (2012) , who emphasize that respondents must have both ability and motivation to answer in order to reduce bias.
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They point to the importance of aligning the difficulty of the task with the capabilities of the respondents This involves, among other things, selecting respondents with enough expertise to answer survey questions, to avoid referring to vague concepts, to use clear language, to label all response options, and to ask about current states rather than retrospective states. To increase respondents' motivation to answer correctly and precisely, they underscore the importance of explaining to respondents why the questions are important, how they are used, the necessity of accurate answers, and avoiding item wording that elicits socially desirable answers. In addition, Paulhus (1991) notes that socially desirable responding can sometimes be reduced by asking respondents to choose between two opposite statements equated for social desirability instead of asking them to indicate their position on a scale.
A related remedy is to control for acquiescence by balancing positively and negatively worded items when measuring a given construct by multiple items (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 2001) . However, in some cases, empirical evaluation of the index (e.g., factor analysis, Cronbach's Alpha, correlations) may show the reversed items fit poorly with the rest, which sometimes causes the researcher to drop them from the index. However, if the poor fit is caused by the reversed items' control for acquiescence, it may be preferable to keep the item in the index in spite of an apparently lower index consistency (e.g., a lower Cronbach's Alpha). If Cronbach's Alpha is only increased due to common method bias, it says little about the index's substantial consistency.
Thus, many recommendations for reducing common method bias closely track classic suggestions on how to get precise answers on each of the individual items.
However, some suggestions have been introduced specifically to reduce common method bias. For example, it has been suggested that common method bias may be reduced by introducing separation in the survey between measures of the independent and dependent variables . Such separation may, for example, be a time delay between a respondent's answers. However, one major drawback of is time delay strategy is that much of method bias seems to be stable across time (Weijters, Geuens, and Schillewaert 2010) .
Another suggestion aimed specifically at reducing common method bias is to avoid common scale properties , that is, avoiding use of similar scale types, anchor labels, etc. for different items. According to Feldman and Lynch (1988) , respondents will use cognition generated in answering one question when answering subsequent questions if they perceive the response formats to be similar, which increases common method bias. This suggestion is interesting, as it goes against conventional practice in most public management studies; namely, save space and make it easy for respondents to answer by applying common scale formats.
However, this should be weighed against the cost of potential increases in common method bias.
Statistical Tests and Remedies

Measuring Directly the Important Sources of Common Method Bias
Common method bias may still be a concern in spite of efforts to reduce it in the design phase, and several statistical solutions have been proposed to test and control for common method bias in such cases. Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012, 564) recommend that researchers use techniques that test and control for measurement error by measuring directly the important sources of common method bias. Thus, researchers may include measures of social desirability and other response tendencies in the survey. For instance, scales developed to measure individual differences in giving socially desirable responses can be found in Paulhus (1991 studies. This probably has to do with the low level of attention devoted to common method bias as well as the demands placed on data collection by this approach: it requires pre-survey identification of the important sources of common method bias and a substantial amount of space in the survey to measure these. However, the risk of flawed estimates due to method bias may be more costly than measuring and controlling for the factors that produce the bias.
Harman's Single-Factor Test
The literature on common method bias also includes suggestions on how researchers may attempt to test and control for bias in cases where they do not have measures of the factors producing common method bias. A popular procedure to test for the presence of common method bias is Harman's single-factor test, which, in contrast to the other statistical procedures, only aims to test for bias; not to control for it. This test loads all items that are suspected to be affected by the common method into an explorative factor analysis to see if a single factor emerges or a general factor accounts for the majority of covariance between the measures; if neither is the case, it is taken as evidence that common method bias is not a major issue (Chang, Witteloostuijn, and Eden 2010) .
Sometimes a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used to conduct the test.
Although the single factor test is easy to apply, it is insufficient because, as Chang, Witteloostuijn, and Eden (2010, 181) note "It is unlikely that a single-factor model will fit the data, and there is no useful guideline as to what would be the acceptable percentage of explained variance of a single-factor model" (see also Podsakoff et al. 2003; Craighead et al. 2011; MacKenzie and Podsakoff 2012) . Thus, even if the common method variance is not strong enough to produce a single factor among constructs that are not causally correlated, it may be strong enough to produce a sizeable observed correlation between the constructs. Moreover, even if a single factor emerges from the factor analysis, it may be a result of lacking discriminant validity or a causal relationship between the constructs, not necessarily common method bias (Podsakoff et al. 2003) . In addition to this, the single factor test is sensitive to the number and types of items and constructs included in the test. Hence, it is more likely that several factors will emerge when the number of variables is increased (Podsakoff and Organ 1986) . It is also more likely that several factors will emerge if the included variables are not causally related to one another. In sum, the single factor test is insufficient with regard to testing for problems of common method bias.
Marker and Latent method factor techniques
Recently, several other approaches have been proposed for testing and controlling for common method bias in cases where the sources of bias cannot be measured. They include the unmeasured latent method factor technique, the correlation-based marker technique, the regression-based marker technique, the instrumental variable technique, and the CFA marker technique . For example, the correlation-based marker technique (1) identifies a "marker variable" that is theoretically unrelated to at least one of the substantive variables, but susceptible to the same common method variance, and (2) uses the smallest observed positive correlation between the marker variable and the substantive variables as a measure of the common method bias (Lindell and Whitney 2001) .
In order to address problems associated with the correlation-based marker technique, the CFA marker technique uses a series of items as a measure of a latent method factor and uses confirmatory factor analyses in the attempt to identify and control for the method bias. A comprehensive introduction to the CFA marker technique is found in Williams, Hartman, and Cavazotte (2010) . They also provide an empirical example in which they estimate the correlations between leader-member exchange, job complexity, and role ambiguity among employees of an organization. To test for common method bias they use perceptions of benefit administration (i.e. how benefits are distributed to employees by an organization) as a marker variable. Specifically, they use a number of items measuring benefit administration as indicators of a latent method factor.
Furthermore, Williams, Hartman, and Cavazotte (2010, 506) argue that benefit administration constitutes an appropriate marker variable as "LMX [leader-member exchange], job complexity, and role stress, would not seem to be related through any substantively driven mechanism to perceptions related to employee benefits (which instead would be driven by features of the reward and compensation system)." Moreover, they argue that correlation between benefit administration and the three substantive variables could exist due to certain response tendencies.
Although techniques such as the correlation-based marker technique, the CFA marker technique, and the unmeasured latent method factor technique are less datademanding than measuring the sources of method bias, even the most promising of these techniques have a number of serious drawbacks. For example, locating appropriate markers is a significant challenge related to the marker techniques. It will often be difficult to justify that a marker variable is theoretically unrelated to a substantive variable, but susceptible to the same amount of common method variance. It is outside the scope of this paper to provide a full overview and discussion of these drawbacks (such overviews can be found in Richardson, Simmering, and Sturman 2009; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff 2012) .
Based on a comprehensive evaluation of the unmeasured latent method factor, correlation-based marker, and CFA marker techniques, Richardson, Simmering, and Sturman (2009) do not recommend these statistical techniques as a means for correcting common method bias. However, they do point to the CFA marker technique as a means for providing some evidence about the presence of common method variance, but only when researchers can be reasonably confident they have used an appropriate marker.
Furthermore, they do not see the CFA marker technique as a definitive mechanism for identifying common method variance. In cases where the source of bias cannot be measured, Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012, 564) point to the CFA marker technique, the common method factor technique, or the instrumental variable technique; they also, however, underscore important drawbacks of these tests.
Brewer's Split Sample Method
This approach aims to remove common source bias by using one sample of respondents to measure the independent variable and another to measure the dependent variable. It was outlined by Brewer (2006) and applies to studies using individuals to examine organizational characteristics. Hence, it requires that several respondents provide information on each of the organizations included in the study. Brewer (2006, 46-47) presents the approach in the following way: "Survey respondents are randomly assigned to two groups so that different groups can be utilized to measure the independent and dependent variables, respectively. This severs the link that transmits common source bias and related bias. Then, individual-level means are replaced with agency-level means for the dependent variable organizational performance." Brewer conducted his analysis at the individual level using an aggregated dependent variable. Yet, the approach may also be applied using aggregates of both the independent and dependent variables (see Jung
2014; Favero and Bullock 2014).
The approach is particular relevant for public management research, which often includes analyses at the organization level. However, the most detailed empirical evaluation of the method, which is conducted by Favero and Bullock (2014) , does not provide an optimistic conclusion regarding its ability to remove common method bias.
Using data on New York schools, Favero and Bullock (2014, 13) conclude that the approach "appears to perform rather poorly in practice, at least with the data set we examine." As one reason for this result, they point to fact that the split sample method addresses bias the individual level, not at the organization level. Moreover, it is important to note that the method focuses on bias produced by a common source, not bias produced by item characteristics and measurement context. In spite of these results, the idea of splitting the sample is theoretically appealing; thus, further development of this approach, or developing criteria for when to use it, may turn out to be valuable for public management studies in the attempt to reduce common source bias.
"Nonideal" Marker Technique
In a recent article, Rutherford and Meier (2014) argued for adopting a conservative approach. They use a measure of common source bias that is constructed by those items from their study that are expected to be susceptible to common source bias, even though the items are also expected to be theoretically related to the substantive variables (in Rutherford and Meier's study, the items of the common sources bias measure were also used to measure the substantive dimensions). A somewhat similar approach is applied by Favero, Meier, and O'Toole (forthcoming) to purge out potential halo effects when estimating the effect of internal management practice on the performance of New York schools. They construct a measure of the halo-effect by factor analyzing all items that include responses about the school's general administrative practices, characteristics, and performance. Like the Rutherford and Meier study, the items used in the halo-effect measure are expected to be theoretically related to the substantive measures. This approach is akin to what Richardson, Simmering, and Sturman (2009, pp. 767-69) refer to as a marker technique using a "nonideal" marker (i.e., a marker that may be theoretically related to the substantive variables and therefore remove some of the substantial effect). Thus, the argument is that if one still finds an effect even if the common method factor has removed both the common method bias and some of the substantial effect, it is evidence that there is some effect.
If we remove a substantive effect in order to correct for method bias that will be a problem too. Yet, if researchers find an effect using data susceptible to common method bias, it may be worthwhile examining whether that effect holds using a more conservative analysis strategy such as including "nonideal" markers. It is important to note that the conservativeness of the approach depends on how it is conducted and what variables are chosen as "nonideal" markers. It should also be noted that further empirical evaluations of this approach are needed in order to establish its usefulness.
Summary of Statistical Tests and Remedies
In sum, based on the existing evaluations of statistical techniques for testing and controlling for common method bias, approaches in which the sources of method bias are measured directly are preferable. Hence, the evaluations of approaches in which the sources of method bias cannot be measured directly are not particularly optimistic. For example, the Harman's single factor test is not recommended.
The CFA marker technique may provide some evidence on the presence of common method variance, but it seems less useful for estimating how, and the extent to which, the results are biased by any common method variance (see Richardson, Simmering, and Sturman 2009 , note the distinction between common method variance and bias, see also Footnote 1). This also implies that the CFA marker technique does not seem to perform well as a means for correcting bias. Moreover, it may often be hard to locate appropriate markers. Therefore, approaches such as the unmeasured latent method factor technique or the marker techniques, in which the sources of method bias cannot be measured directly, seem not, in their present state, to be useful as decisive tests for whether or not common method bias is a problem in a given dataset.
Finally, the split sample method and using "nonideal" makers remain to be examined and developed further in order to establish their possible value. Yet, in cases where researchers find an effect in data susceptible to common method bias and no ideal markers are available, using a "nonideal" marker to test that effect in a stricter way seems fruitful. Of course, researchers still have to find a marker that captures the different types common method bias expected to distort the estimated effects.
A Panel Data Approach
Another statistical remedy to reduce common method bias, which is rarely included in the existing evaluations of statistical remedies (for an exception, see Favero and Bullock (2014) , consists of using panel data. Existing research shows that a part of common method bias is stable across time. This can be exploited to reduce common method bias.
A useful feature of panel data is that it can be used to control out all factors that are timeinvariant-thus, control out all method bias that is stable across time. Panel data consists of repeated observations of the respondents at different time points. 5 To control out timeinvariant factors, a fixed effects model is applied, which corresponds to including dummy variables for each of the respondents in the model (Verbeek 2008, 359-62) . 6 Therefore, any respondent characteristics that do not change between the surveys are held constant.
The following example shows how a panel data design may be applied to estimate the effect of public employees' perceived support from their organization (in this case, a municipality) on their felt obligation to work hard to help the organization reach its goals.
The theoretical basis for this effect is outlined in Eisenberger et al. (2001) . Yet common method bias may affect this estimation as a consequence of social desirability, and neither perceived support nor felt obligation seems to be directly measurable by sources other than employees' own statements. Examining Danish public childcare employees' felt obligation and perceived support, we use panel data to remove the part of the method bias that is stable across time. The employees were surveyed in 2008 and 2010.
In Table 4 , the effect sizes of two regression analyses using regular cross-section design on the 2008 and 2010 data are compared with the effect size estimated by a fixed effects model using the panel data (2008 and 2010) . The results from the two crosssection models (I and II) in Table 4 show that POS has a significant and strong effect in [ Table 4 about here]
Like the other possible solutions, the fixed effects approach has limitations. First, it places a large demand on data collection. This means that the approach would in most cases not be preferable if its sole purpose was to reduce common method bias (measuring the sources of bias would often be a better solution in such cases). However, there may be many reasons for applying the panel data design, and reduction of common method bias adds to the combined value of the approach. Second, it requires change in the independent variables between the included time points (i.e., within-subjects variation across time). Furthermore, it cannot control for unobserved characteristics that vary between surveys (e.g., transient mood). Nor can it control for events between surveys or changes in context that produce method bias in one survey but not in the other. Hence, although empirical evidence suggests that some types of method bias are highly stable across time, we do not have such evidence for all of the many types of method bias. This corresponds with an evaluation of the approach by Favero and Bullock (2014) who find that the approach appears to "produce fewer spurious relationships (…), but there are still some false positives" (p. 16). Nonetheless, the panel data design may be an option to remove part of common method bias.
CONCLUSION
Surveys constitute an important source of information in contemporary public management research, and surveys often provide measures of both the independent and dependent variables in an analysis. However, this may produce common method bias when estimating the correlation between the variables-an issue that seems to have received less attention as a topic in the public management research compared to the broader organizational, as well as the psychology, literature.
There are good reasons to take the risk of common method bias seriously in public management research. This conclusion is based on our discussion of common method bias in relation to topics and important constructs in the public management literature, our survey of empirical studies in the literature that use a common source to obtain information on both the independent and dependent variables, and our review of existing empirical investigations of common method bias in the organizational and public management literatures. The challenges were also illustrated by an empirical study of work motivation and sickness absence. In the empirical example, the effect of intrinsic motivation on sickness absence was large and statistically significant when both motivation and absence were measured by a survey of employees. In contrast, the effect was smaller and not statistically significant when using an administrative measure of absence-that is, without common source bias. Neither the discussion nor the empirical example should be taken as evidence that common method bias is always present, but it nevertheless appears worthwhile to investigate method bias much further than previously done.
The examination of common method bias in relation to interaction effects are based on contributions that are few in number but consistent with regard to their conclusions.
Thus, common method variance does not create or inflate interaction effects. In contrast, common method variance can attenuate interaction effects. Therefore, if one finds an interaction effect when common method variance is present, it should be taken as strong evidence that the interaction effect exists. It important to note that this conclusion applies to the interaction effect, not the marginal effect sizes.
Based on the organizational and psychology literatures, we also discussed the suggestions on how to reduce common method bias. These include both remedies related to survey design and statistical procedures. Most of the evaluations of common method bias point to the design phase as key to reducing common method bias. A comprehensive discussion of how researchers can reduce common method bias when designing surveys can be found in Makenzie and Podsakoff (2012) . Some suggestions for reducing common method bias, such as avoiding common response scale properties for different items, go against other survey design recommendations as well as conventional practice in contemporary public management research. Another example concerns the internal consistency among the items used in an index. Sometimes, empirical evaluation of the index shows that reversed items fit poorly with the rest of the items, which may cause researchers to drop the reversed items from the index. However, if the poor fit is caused by the reversed items' control for acquiescence, it may be preferable to keep the item in the index in spite of an apparently lower index consistency (e.g., a lower Cronbach's Alpha).
With regard to the statistical tests and controls for common method bias, techniques that include measures of the factors causing common method bias (e.g., measures of social desirability or negative affectivity) are recommended. In their current state of development, techniques that test and control for common method bias without measuring the sources of common method bias seem to have important drawbacks.
Specifically, we regard the Harman's single factor test and the unmeasured latent method factor technique as insufficient when testing for the presence of common method bias.
The CFA marker technique may provide some indication on the presence or absence of common method variance, which may contribute to the overall evaluation of common method bias in the analysis. However, the CFA marker technique does not seem to perform well as a means for correcting bias. Moreover, it may often be difficult to locate appropriate markers. Consequently, the marker techniques seem not, in their present state, to be useful as decisive tests for whether or not common method bias is a problem in a given dataset. Yet, in cases where researchers find an effect in data susceptible to common method bias and no appropriate markers are available, using a "nonideal" marker (that removes both bias and part of the substantial relationship) to test that effect in a stricter way seems to be a compelling way to, if the effect remains, add robustness to the conclusion that there is an effect. However, the reliability of this approach has still to be further evaluated.
At present, the best way to reduce common method bias, when it is not possible to use different methods/sources to measure the independent and dependent variables, is through survey design as well as measuring directly the important sources of common method bias. In addition, we presented an example of how panel data designs and fixed effects estimations can provide one type of correction that removes the part of common method bias that is time-invariant. Moreover, the best way to evaluate the risk of common method bias when the sources of bias are not measured directly seems to be based on theoretical considerations about the nature of the constructs being measured, thorough considerations of the survey design, and existing empirical evidence on common method bias related to specific survey measures and correlations of these.
NOTES
1 We use the term common method bias to denote the bias in an estimated correlation between two variables produced by common method variance (see also Doty and Glick 1998; Podsakoff et al. 2003; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff 2012; MacKenzie and Podsakoff 2012) .
2 Method is viewed in a broader manner and common method bias can be produced by different elements of a survey data collection. For narrower definitions and further discussions on the concept of method, see Spector and Brannick (2009) .
